TO: MEMBERSHIP of T11.2
FROM: Dean Wallace Chair Joint T11.2/T11.3 Ad Hoc
Subject: Draft minutes of T11.2/T11.3 Teleconference 1/22/13

AGENDA

1. Opening remarks and introductions
2. Attendance and membership
3. Presentations
   3.1 Review 128GFC MRD, 12-515v0
4. Review action items
5. Next meeting schedule

RESULTS OF MEETING

1. Opening remarks and introductions

Dean Wallace, chair, led the meeting. He opened the meeting at 9:00am on Monday. He led a round of introductions.

Attendance and Membership

Electronic attendance was setup for the meeting.
The following people attended this meeting:

AGILENT  
Steve Sekel

BROCADE  
Scott Kipp

EMC  
Louis Ricci

EMULEX  
Hossein Hashemi

IBM  
Roger Hathorn

NETAPP  
Frederick Knight

OFS FITEL LLC  
Roman Shubochkin

ORACLE  
Roger Dickerson

SEMTECH CANADA INC.  
David Brown

SYSTIMAX/COMMSCOPE  
Richard Baca

3  Presentations

3.1 128GFC MRD, 12-515V0

The MRD was discussed and what affect it will have on FC-PI-6 and FC-FS-4 introduction. There was discussion about how subrates will be utilized. The discussion on the call was that you can run 128GFC or you can run 16GFC or 32GFC on any of the four lanes.

There was also discussion about how optical power might have to change from a SFP application to a QSFP application.

4  Review action items

Contact optical experts and ask how adding a QSFP multi-lane variant will affect the existing FC-PI-6 document. Dean Wallace, QLogic

Presentation at the next joint meeting to help clarify 128GFC MRD requirements. Scott Kipp, Brocade.

12  Next meeting schedule

No additional interim meetings scheduled at this point